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ABSTRACT
We discuss the importance of X-ray scattering and Compton reÑection in type 2 Seyfert Galaxies,

based upon the analysis of ASCA observations of 25 such sources. Consideration of the iron Ka
complex, [O III] line, and X-ray variability suggest that NGC 1068, NGC 4945, NGC 2992, Mrk 3, Mrk
463E, and Mrk 273 are dominated by reprocessed X-rays. We examine the properties of these sources in
more detail.

We Ðnd that the iron Ka complex contains signiÐcant contributions from neutral and high-ionization
species of iron. Compton reÑection, hot gas and starburst emission all appear to make signiÐcant contri-
butions to the observed X-ray spectra.

Mrk 3 is the only source in this subsample that does not have a signiÐcant starburst contamination.
The ASCA spectrum below 3 keV is dominated by hot scattering gas with cm~2.UX D 5, NH D 4 ] 1023
This material is more highly ionized than the zone of material comprising the warm absorber seen in
Seyfert 1 galaxies, but may contain a contribution from shock-heated gas associated with the jet. Esti-
mates of the X-ray scattering fraction cover 0.02%È5%. The spectrum above 3 keV appears to be domi-
nated by a Compton reÑection component, although there is evidence that the primary continuum
component becomes visible close to D10 keV.
Subject headings : galaxies : active È galaxies : nuclei È line : formation È X-rays : galaxies

1. INTRODUCTION

The optical spectra of most nearby active galactic nuclei
(AGNs) are dominated by narrow optical lines (e.g.,

and are therefore broadly classiÐed as typeLawrence 1991)
2 Seyfert galaxies. However, broad optical lines with char-
acteristics similar to those observed in Seyfert 1 galaxies
were discovered in the polarized light from NGC 1068

& Miller It was suggested that the polar-(Antonucci 1985).
ization arose as a result of electron scattering, implying that
the optical broad line region in NGC 1068 is only visible in
scattered light. When several more examples of the pheno-
menon were found & Goodrich a general(Miller 1990)
model emerged in which the nuclear spectra of both Seyfert
types 1 and 2 are the same, but the nuclear regions of type 1
are observed directly, while Seyfert 2 nuclei are hidden
behind a large column of obscuring material. The simplest
geometry for the obscuring material is a torus. This allows
orientation-dependant obscuration, and hence, can explain
the existence of the type 1 and type 2 Seyfert galaxies.
Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) observations have now
resolved a torus in the AGN NGC 4261 Ford, &(Ferrarese,
Ja†e Such a torus allows the existence of some lines1996).
of sight for which radiation from within the torus can only
be viewed via scattering. The high opacity of the obscuring
material makes it difficult to observe the central engines of
Seyfert 2 galaxies directly at most wavelengths. Medium
energy X-rays can penetrate column densities of up to
D1024 cm~2, allowing a direct view of some type 2 nuclei,
but observations of sources with even larger columns
should reveal predominantly scattered or reÑected X-rays
below 10 keV.
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In a companion paper et al. hereafter(Turner 1997a,
we presented the data analysis results of ASCAPaper I)

observations of a sample of 17 Seyfert 2 galaxies, plus eight
narrow emission line galaxies (NELGs). dealt withPaper I
temporal and spectral X-ray results from those two classes
of AGNs together. The observations were drawn from the
public archive, and the sources do not comprise a complete
sample. The data selection, reduction, and analysis are
described in detail in et al. hereafterNandra (1997, N97)
and The sources in which we observe the nucleusPaper I.
through the absorber will be discussed in another paper

et al. In the present paper we determine(Turner 1997b).
which sources from the original sample are most likely to be
dominated by reprocessed X-ray emission, and we then
examine the properties of this subset in detail.

2. SIGNATURES OF REPROCESSED X-RAY EMISSION

Iron Ka lines in AGNs arise via reprocessing of the
primary X-rays. If Ka lines of very high equivalent width
are observed, this is an indication that one is viewing a
spectrum dominated by reprocessing. For Seyfert 2 galaxies,
it is appropriate to consider two types of reprocessing,
which we shall refer to as ““ Compton reÑection ÏÏ and
““ scattering.ÏÏ We use the term Compton reÑection (or
simply ““ reÑection ÏÏ) to mean reprocessing of X-rays via
Compton scattering and Ñuorescence by material that is
optically thick to electron scattering. We use the term
““ scattering ÏÏ to apply to the case where the optical depth to
electron scattering is 0\ q \ 1.

In Seyfert 1 galaxies, the iron Ka lines are thought to
arise via Compton reÑection from an accretion disk (e.g.,

which produces lines of equivalent width D fewN97),
hundred eV with respect to the directly observed continuum
(e.g., & Fabian However, the equivalentGeorge 1991).
width of the iron Ka line can be as high as a few keV with
respect to the Compton-reÑected continuum &(George
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Fabian Perola, & Piro Such a situation is1991 ; Matt, 1991).
somewhat unlikely in the case of an accretion disk, since the
central continuum and iron line are both produced in a very
small region and obscuring one without the other would
require an unusual geometry. However, the reÑection may
also occur at the inner surface of the obscuring material,
possibly the torus, and the orientation and opening angle
can then allow a view of the inner surface, but not the
illuminating source. Some early ASCA results showed that
Compton reÑection of nuclear radiation from optically
thick material can be an important component of Seyfert 2
galaxies. The Circinus galaxy Brandt, & Fabian(Matt,

and NGC 6552 et al. show strong1996) (Fukazawa 1994)
reÑection components dominating the spectra even below
10 keV.

If the iron Ka line is produced in optically thin gas then
its observed equivalent width can also be large as long as
the direct continuum is not observed. The line equivalent
width is a strong function of the ionization state of the
material (which is also the case for the reÑected iron lines,
but both the disk and torus are thought to be relatively
neutral). For low ionization states the equivalent width of
the iron K shell line, measured against the scattered nuclear
emission (plus free-free and bound-free emission from the
scattering gas), can be as high as D1 keV for the 6.4 keV
line and could appear to be up to a few keV(Netzer 1996)
for an iron line blend.

Although it is tempting to interpret lines of high equiva-
lent width as evidence for a dominant reÑected or scattered

component, high equivalent widths can also arise if the ion-
izing radiation is anisotropic (e.g., et al. or ifGhisellini 1991)
there is a signiÐcant lag between a fall in the continuum Ñux
and the reprocessed spectrum. Indeed, et al.Weaver (1996)
suggested a 16 year lag between a drop in continuum and
line Ñuxes to explain the large equivalent width in the iron
Ka line for NGC 2992 at the ASCA epoch. Thus, when
assessing whether or not a source is dominated by repro-
cessing, it is important to take other evidence into account.

An alternative method of determining whether a type 2
Seyfert galaxy contains a hidden X-ray source is by examin-
ing the Ñux in the [O III] j5007 emission line (hereafter
simply referred to as [O III]) observed in the optical regime.

et al. found a strong correlation betweenMulchaey (1994)
[O III] and hard X-ray Ñux in a sample of Seyfert 1 galaxies.
This provides an independent estimate of the nuclear X-ray
luminosity for Seyfert 2 galaxies for comparison with the
observed X-ray luminosity. If the observed X-ray lumi-
nosity is substantially less than that predicted by [O III],
this is an indication that the X-ray emission is being
observed indirectly, with only a fraction of the total lumi-
nosity reaching our line of sight.

3. IDENTIFICATION OF THE REFLECTED/SCATTERED

SOURCES

A summary of the ASCA sample is detailed in Table 1.
We now consider the properties of these sources in relation
to the above discussion, to determine which Seyfert 2 gal-
axies are likely to be dominated by reprocessed emission.

TABLE 1

THE ASCA SEYFERT 2 SAMPLE

Name R. A.a Decl.a za Classa L X L *O III+(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

MCG-01-01-043 . . . . . . 00 10 03.5 [04 42 18 0.0300 S2 42.88 . . .
NGC 526A . . . . . . . . . . . 01 23 55.1 [35 04 04 0.0192 NELGb 43.77 43.49
NGC 1068 . . . . . . . . . . . . 02 42 40.8 [00 00 47 0.0038 S2b 41.15 45.10
NGC 1667 . . . . . . . . . . . . 04 48 37.2 [06 19 12 0.0152 S2 40.46 44.37
E0449[184 . . . . . . . . . . . 04 51 38.8 [18 18 55 0.338 S2 44.86 . . .
NGC 1808 . . . . . . . . . . . . 05 07 42.3 [37 30 46 0.0033 SB/S2 40.62 43.00
NGC 2110 . . . . . . . . . . . . 05 52 11.4 [07 27 22 0.0076 NELG 42.82 43.94
Mrk 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 06 15 36.3 71 02 15 0.0135 S2b 42.33 45.44
NGC 2992 . . . . . . . . . . . . 09 45 41.9 [14 19 35 0.0077 NELGb 42.05 44.46
MCG-5-23-16 . . . . . . . . 09 47 40.2 [30 56 54 0.0083 NELGb 43.43 44.14
NGC 4507 . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 35 36.5 [39 54 31 0.0118 S2 42.28 44.43
NGC 4945 . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 05 26.2 [49 28 16 0.0019 S2 40.53 . . .
NGC 4968 . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 07 06 [23 40 43 0.0100 S2 42.45 44.83
NGC 5135 . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 25 44 [29 50 01 0.0137 S2 43.16 44.76
NGC 5252 . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 38 15.9 04 32 33 0.0230 S1.9 43.24 43.88
Mrk 273 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 44 42.1 55 53 13 0.0378 S2 42.45 45.69
Mrk 463E . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 56 02.9 18 22 19 0.0500 S2 b 42.75 44.75
NGC 5695 . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 37 22.0 36 34 04 0.0141 S2 \40 42.65
NGC 6251 . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 32 31.9 82 32 17 0.0230 S2 42.50 44.30
NGC 6240[49 . . . . . . 16 52 59.3 02 23 59 0.0245 S2 43.61 46.17
ESO 103[G35 . . . . . . 18 38 20.2 [65 25 42 0.0133 S2/NELG 43.14 43.92
IC 5063 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 52 02.9 [57 04 14 0.0113 S2c 43.15 44.42
NGC 7172 . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 02 02.1 [31 52 12 0.0086 S2/NELGb 43.22 . . .
NGC 7314 . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 35 45.7 [26 03 03 0.0047 S1.9/NELG 42.59 44.40
NGC 7582 . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 18 23.2 [42 22 11 0.0053 S2/NELGd 42.32 43.64

NOTES.ÈGroup C sources are boldface. Col. (1), name ; cols. (2) and (3), right ascension (hours, minutes,
and seconds) and declination (degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds), J2000 ; col. (4), redshift ; col. (5), Seyfert
typeÈSB\ starburst galaxy, NELG \ narrow emission line galaxy ; col. (6), log of observed 2È10 keV
luminosity in ergs s~1 (absorption corrected, but see col. (7), log of intrinsic 2È10 keV luminosity° 4.1) ;
inferred from dereddened [O III] Ñuxes, in ergs s~1.

a From the NASA Extragalactic Database (NED).
b Polarized broad lines have been detected : Tran 1995a, 1995b.
c Polarized broad lines have been detected : et al.Inglis 1997.
d Polarized broad lines have been detected : et al.Heisler 1997.
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3.1. Iron L ine Equivalent W idth
In we found the 6È7 keV regime of low redshiftPaper I

type 2 Seyfert galaxies to be dominated by emission at 6.4
keV. This indicates that a large fraction of the iron Ka line
Ñux is produced in gas with ionization state lower than
Fe XVI. Furthermore, such a line is not generally observed in
starburst galaxies et al. and certainly not with(Ptak 1997),
such a high equivalent width, indicating that these lines are
related to the active nucleus. We found such a line in 72% of
the sample sources at more than 99% conÐdence. Figure 1
(adapted from a Ðgure in shows the equivalentPaper I)
widths of the 6.4 keV lines versus X-ray absorbing column
(except in the case of NGC 6251, where the 6.68 keV line is
the only iron Ka line detected, and so this is plotted). All
detected sources are shown from except NGC 1667,Paper I,
which had a best-Ðt line equivalent width of zero, and an
upper limit of 3 keV. The line equivalent widths are mea-
sured against the hard X-ray continuum component (i.e.,
the component dominating the Ðt over 6È8 keV, from the
best-Ðt continuum model, see for details). First wePaper I
consider two plausible processes that could produce the line
emission without invoking a dominant reÑected or scattered
component.

Line emission could be produced by transmission
through the line of sight absorber. The dot-dashed line in

FIG. 1.ÈEquivalent width of the narrow 6.4 keV line vs. absorbing
column (from The dot-dashed line shows the line equivalentPaper I).
width expected from a uniform shell of material encompassing the contin-
uum source & Creighton The dashed line shows the predict-(Leahy 1993).
ed equivalent width from reÑection as a function of assuming that onlyNH,
the power-law is absorbed, but that the reÑection component remains
unchanged. Data points are annotated with an abbreviation of the source
name. Group A sources are marked as circles, group B sources as stars, and
group C sources as squares (see A few of the lowest signal-to-noise° 3.3).
data sets have not been classiÐed.

denotes the equivalent width of iron Ka predictedFigure 1
to be produced by a uniform shell of neutral material with
solar abundances subtending 4n to a continuum source of
photon index !\ 2.0 & Creighton It is(Leahy 1993).
immediately obvious that a substantial fraction of the emis-
sion lines in our sample cannot be produced by such a
process. Nonuniformity of the absorbing material cannot
explain these discrepancies. If we view the source with a line
of sight through absorption lower than the mean column,
then we see more continuum photons at 6.4 keV, reducing
the apparent equivalent width of the iron Ka line. In the
opposite case, enhancements in the line equivalent width
can be produced, but large equivalent widths eV) are(Z100
only produced when the line of sight column is very high,
?1023 cm~2. This is not the case for the sources discrepant
with the Leahy & Creighton line.

The mean equivalent width of the emission lines in
Seyfert 1 galaxies is 230^ 60 eV and most of this is(N97),
thought to be attributable to Compton reÑection of nuclear
X-rays from the surface of the putative accretion disk.
Further enhancement of this value in Seyfert 2 galaxies
could be a†orded if the direct continuum is suppressed by
absorption, but the Compton-reÑection component is not.
As we have noted above, if the Compton reÑection arises in
an accretion disk, this is not very likely. It is, however,
plausible if the absorbing material (possibly, but not neces-
sarily the torus) is responsible for the Compton reÑection.
The dashed line shows the predicted equivalent(Fig. 1)
width from reÑection as a function of assuming thatNH,
only the power law is absorbed, but that the reÑection com-
ponent remains unchanged. Many of our sources lie signiÐ-
cantly above this line also, which in any case only implies
large (D1 keV) equivalent widths for very high columns
(?1024 cm~2). The direct continuum in the 2È10 keV band
is then so heavily suppressed that the sources are dominated
by the reÑection component anyway.

In cases where a source lies signiÐcantly above both of
these two model lines, we consider there to be good evi-
dence that the ASCA spectrum is dominated by reprocessed
emission. These are NGC 1068, Mrk 3, NGC 2992, and
NGC 4945. A number of other sources (Mrk 463E, NGC
6251, NGC 4968, NGC 5135, and Mrk 273) have best-Ðt
equivalent widths higher than the model lines but are for-
mally consistent with one or both. These sources could
plausibly be dominated by reprocessing, but such a conclu-
sion is not warranted based on the Ka line strengths alone
and require supporting evidence. We now consider such
evidence.

3.2. [O III] Measurements
shows the 2È10 keV absorption-correctedTable 1
predicted based upon [O III] line Ñux measure-luminosity4

ments (see et al. et al. andMulchaey 1994, Polletta 1996,
references therein), to which we have applied a reddening
correction following Clayton, & MathisCardelli, (1989),
and the measured (absorption-corrected) 2È10 keV lumi-
nosity for each source. et al. Ðnd theMulchaey (1994)
relationship between hard X-ray Ñux and [O III] Ñux is
consistent with being the same for the Seyfert 1 and Seyfert
2 galaxies in their sample. There is a larger scatter in the
distribution in the case of the Seyfert 2 sample, as might be
expected because that sample contains some sources for

km s~1 Mpc~1 and assumed throughout.4 H0\ 50 q0\ 0.05
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which the hard X-ray Ñux is just the scattered X-rays. For
that reason, we use the more tightly determined correlation
for the Seyfert 1 galaxies as the basis of our calculation. The
resulting intrinsic luminosities are tabulated and plotted
against the observed values (from Table 12) inPaper I,
Figure 2.

Unfortunately, the [O III] Ñux can include some unre-
solved contribution from starburst emission, depending on
the aperture used and the level and location of starburst
activity in the host. We might expect some predicted lumi-
nosities to be too high because of this confusion. We also
expect scatter in the plot due to variability and the imper-
fect nature of the correlation between [O III] and hard
X-ray luminosity. Given these uncertainties we highlight (by
naming the sources on the plot) only those sources whose
predicted luminosities exceed the observed by a factor of
more than 100. This conÐrms the suggestion of a hidden
X-ray continuum in NGC 1068, Mrk 3, and NGC 2992,
which we had already concluded based on the iron line
evidence. The lack of an [O III] Ñux measurement for NGC
4945 excludes that source from this test. However, heavy
obscuration in NGC 4945 is well established. et al.Done

used the combined Ginga, ASCA and OSSE data to(1996)
conÐrm the et al. result that the nucleus ofIwasawa (1994)
NGC 4945 is so heavily absorbed that the direct component
is only visible above 10 keV.

Examination of the [O III] Ñux also indicates a hidden
X-ray continuum in Mrk 273, Mrk 463E, NGC 4507, NGC
1667, NGC 1808, NGC 4968, and NGC 5695. The cases for
reprocessing in Mrk 273 and Mrk 463E now become much
stronger, since the iron Ka lines also had a very high equiv-
alent width (although the constraints were such that an
alternative origin could not be ruled out). The iron Ka
equivalent widths indicate consistency with an origin in the
line-of-sight absorber in NGC 4507, NGC 1808, NGC 4968,
and NGC 1667 (although the latter two are highly

FIG. 2.ÈPredicted intrinsic 2È10 keV luminosity, based upon the [O
III] line Ñux (see text for details) vs. the observed (absorption-corrected)
luminosity. We have annotated those sources having predicted lumi-
nosities more than a factor of 100 greater than the observed values. Again,
group A sources are marked as circles, group B sources as stars, and group
C sources as squares (° 3.3).

uncertain). Thus, we conclude that the evidence for exten-
sive reprocessing in these cases is inconclusive, and we do
not consider them in detail in this paper. NGC 5695 has no
observed ASCA Ñux (just an upper limit) and so it is not
plotted in However, if the intrinsic luminosityFigure 2.
implied by the [O III] Ñux was observed directly, NGC 5695
would have been detected easily by ASCA. This suggests
that the absorbing column exceeds a few 1024 cm~2. Elon-
gated narrow-line regions in some Seyfert galaxies appear
to be ionized by a more intense radiation Ðeld than is
directly observable, (e.g., Wilson, & WardHani†, 1988 ;

& Tsvetanov This providesPogge 1988 ; Tadhunter 1989).
supporting evidence for hidden nuclei in sources such as
Mrk 3.

3.3. X-Ray Variability
Of the sources most likely to be dominated by repro-

cessed emission, only NGC 1068 was bright enough for us
to search for rapid X-ray variability It did not(Paper I).
vary signiÐcantly when sampled on a 128 s timescale. While
several of the sources appear to show hard X-ray variability
on timescales of years et al. all cases except(Polletta 1996),
Mrk 3 are based upon comparison between HEAO/A1 and
ASCA or Ginga. The low angular resolution of HEAO/A1
yields systematically high Ñuxes assigned to those measure-
ments of many source Ñuxes in the et al.Polletta (1996)
catalog. Thus, we do not consider apparent Ñux variations
that depend on the HEAO/A1 measurements, to be reliable.

NGC 2992 is unique amongst the reprocessing-
dominated sources because it shows correlated variability
in the hard and soft X-ray regimes down to timescales of a
few days et al. & Pounds This(Weaver 1996 ; Turner 1989).
indicates that we are seeing the 0.5È10 keV Ñux directly.
Thus, et al. suggest that NGC 2992 has aWeaver (1996)
strong observed iron Ka line because of a lag between direct
and reprocessed Ñux, rather than due to obscuration of the
nucleus. However, the 6.4 keV line is still inferred to arise by
Compton reÑection, and so we continue to include it in our
consideration of the reprocessed source spectra.

Thus, taking the iron Ka, [O III] line and variability
evidence together, we are most conÐdent that the ASCA
observations are dominated by reprocessed X-rays in the
cases of NGC 1068, NGC 4945, NGC 2992, Mrk 3, Mrk
463E, and Mrk 273. For ease of reference we now denote
these as ““ group C ÏÏ sources and these are marked with
squares on For later reference we denote theFigure 1.
sources lying on the Leahy and Creighton line to be ““ group
A,ÏÏ and those with iron Ka equivalent widths lying between
that line and 230 eV to be ““ group B.ÏÏ Group B sources have
iron Ka lines consistent with those observed from the rela-
tivistic accretion disk in Seyfert 1 galaxies The(N97).
properties of group A and B sources will be discussed in a
later paper et al. We continue here by inves-(Turner 1997b).
tigating what the X-ray properties of group C sources can
tell us about conditions in the reprocessing media.

4. THE NATURE OF THE REPROCESSING REGIONS

4.1. Constraints from Absorption
The absorbing columns detected in the reprocessed

sources (D1022 cm~2) do not necessarily represent the line-
of-sight attenuation to the nucleus. Rather, they may rep-
resent opacity in the scattering gas. In principle, then,
measurements of that absorption could be used to indicate
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the column density and ionization state of that medium.
However, misleading spectral Ðtted parameters can be
obtained when Ðtting simple continuum models to(Paper I)
spectra dominated by photoionized emission. To illustrate
this point, shows a typical emission spectrum fromFigure 3
ionized absorbing gas observed in the line of sight to

of Seyfert 1 galaxies et al.Z60% (Reynolds 1997 ; George
The gas has an ionization parameter and1997). UX D 0.125

column cm~2, based on the analysis ofNH D 4 ] 1022
ASCA observations of Seyfert 1 galaxies (see et al.George

for details and the deÐnition of For a demonstra-1997 UX).
tion we simulated a 40 ks ASCA observation of the emission
spectrum of the warm absorber gas and then Ðtted the
simulated spectrum with a model composed of an absorbed
power law plus a Raymond-Smith equilibrium plasma. We
Ðnd a best-Ðtting spectrum with a Ñat power law of
!\ 0.87 absorbed by a column cm~2 plusNH \ 1.8 ] 1022
an unabsorbed plasma with kT \ 0.86 keV, with a Ðtted
statistic of s2\ 424/331. Both the Ðtted parameters and
acceptability are reminiscent of values obtained when Ðtting
some Seyfert 2 galaxies with simple models (e.g., Paper I).
Apparently, the presence of the emission spectrum from the
scattering gas can mimic an absorbed Ñat power law plus a
soft thermal component.

If the warm absorber commonly seen in Seyfert 1 galaxies
is the same material that scatters nuclear X-rays into our
line of sight in the Seyfert 2 case, then we should expect the
same distribution of ionization parameter and column for
these components, and we discuss this in in the context° 6,
of the spectral results from Mrk 3. & KrissKrolik (1995)
suggest that an X-ray heated wind can produce both the
warm absorber in Seyfert 1 galaxies, and warm scattering
gas a†ording a view of the central nuclei of Seyfert 2 gal-
axies. The wind idea is supported by the blueshifts observed
in the UV absorption systems in some QSOs and Seyfert
galaxies. Those systems generally show blueshifts indicative
of outÑow velocities of a few hundred km/s. Observations to
date of the X-ray absorber have been insensitive to such
small velocity shifts et al. In any case, veloc-(George 1997).

FIG. 3.ÈEmission spectrum from a warm absorber including scattered
continuum emission (from a !\ 2 power law) plus thermal and line emis-
sion from the hot gas. The gas has an ionization parameter andUX D 0.12
column cm~2, based on the analysis of ASCA observationsNH D 4 ] 1022
of Seyfert 1 galaxies (see et al.George 1997).

ity shifts might be most difficult to observe in type 2 Seyferts
because the wind velocity vector could be almost perpen-
dicular to our line of sight.

4.2. Constraints from Emission
The strength of the iron Ka lines in the group C sources is

a strong indication that they arise via reprocessing. As
stated above, the majority of the line emission occurs close
to 6.4 keV, suggesting an origin via reÑection from the
absorbing material. This component of the line proÐle is
expected to be free of the relativistic e†ects evident in the
iron Ka line proÐles of Seyfert 1 galaxies (N97). Figure 4
shows the individual ratios in the iron Ka regime, from
reprocessed sources with the most signiÐcant iron lines, i.e.,
NGC 1068, Mrk 3, NGC 2992 and NGC 4945. Ratios are
shown for the summed SIS plus GIS data, and the SIS data
alone. The SIS data alone have superior energy resolution,
but unfortunately our systematic method of analysis has left
few signiÐcant SIS data bins at high energies. We note that

Fabian, & Matt obtained a clearer SIS lineIwasawa, (1996)
proÐle for NGC 1068 by optimizing the data screening for
that observation (the conservative criteria used in andN97

yield a low SIS exposure compared to the on-timePaper I
of the observation in this case).

The SIS data can provide some useful information when
the data/model ratios are co-added. The energy scale of
each SIS spectrum was redshift corrected to the rest frame
of the source and then the average SIS instrument ratio was
calculated utilizing all of the group C sources (vs. the best
continuum model in each case, from Paper I). Figure 5
shows the result of this summation. The average SIS data/
model ratio is shown, and the dotted Gaussian proÐle rep-
resents the SIS instrument response for a narrow line
observed at a rest energy of 6.4 keV. This plot does not
show the actual line proÐle, rather the counts ratio com-
pared to the best continuum model (to get the true proÐle
you have to multiply the ratio plot by the continuum form).
Excess Ñux is evident blueward and redward of 6.4 keV. The
former seems most likely to indicate the presence of high-
ionization species of iron Ka, which are present in NGC
1068, Mrk 3, NGC 4945, and NGC 2992 when tested on an
individual basis Mrk 463E and Mrk 273 did not(Paper I).
have sufficient signal-to-noise to detect features of a similar
relative strength. All of the sources showed a signiÐcantly
broad line when the iron Ka regime was modeled with a
single Gaussian, so the sources either have multiple unre-
solved components, like NGC 1068 et al.(Marshall 1993),
or the iron Ka lines are broadened.

It therefore seems most likely that the spectra contain
contributions both from Compton reÑection and the scat-
tering gas, although as noted above, if the latter has multi-
ple ionization states and the dominant one is relatively cool,
this could account for a strong 6.4 keV component without
the need for reÑection. Of particular interest in this regard is
the observation of a red wing to the line. This signatureÈ
which amounts to D10% of the core ÑuxÈis not expected
to be produced by scattering from an optically thin
medium. The same feature is observed with the same equiv-
alent width in the iron Ka proÐle of Seyfert 1 galaxies (N97).

et al. noted the presence of a red wing in theIwasawa (1997)
iron Ka line proÐle of NGC 1068. Those authors noted that
it was consistent with the ““ Compton shoulder ÏÏ expected
from downscattering of 6.4 keV photons in a reÑecting
medium. The Mrk 3 and NGC 4945 proÐles appear to show



FIG. 4.ÈData/model ratios vs. the best-Ðt simple continuum model for NGC 1068, Mrk 3, NGC 2992, and NGC 4945 (from The X-axis showsPaper I).
the observed frame energy. In the left hand panels data from all four instruments have been combined for clarity. In the right hand panels, the two SIS data
sets have been combined. An excess of counts is generally evident in the 5È7 keV data, vs. the continuum model. This indicates the presence of strong iron K
shell emission lines in most objects.
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FIG. 5.ÈAverage data/model ratio in the iron Ka regime. The group C
data sets were used to create the mean ratio. Each data set was corrected to
the rest frame energy before the objects were combined and so the X-axis
shows the rest frame energy. The dotted Gaussian proÐle represents the
SIS instrument response for a narrow line observed at a rest energy of 6.4
keV.

the same e†ect but NGC 2992 does not although the(Fig. 4,
data do not allow us to place interesting constraints in this
respect, Mrk 463E and Mrk 273 are inconclusive due to a
lack of signal-to-noise in the 5È7 keV regime). etIwasawa
al. state that the red wing in NGC 1068 is more likely(1997)
to be attributed to a Compton shoulder than to the rela-
tivistic e†ects observed in Seyfert 1 galaxies, since the con-
tribution of the relativistic disk should be observed only in
scattered light. However, if the continuum is also scattered,
the relativistic disk component would have the same equiv-
alent width with respect to that continuum as it does when
it is directly observed. This would result in a red wing
similar to that observed. The fact that some of the line
proÐles extend to energies lower than could easily be pro-
duced by Compton scattering in a cold medium suggests
that the red wings may indeed be associated with the rela-
tivistic disk component seen in scattered light. However,
uncertainties in the continuum modeling used to produce
the line proÐles may make such a conclusion premature.

The presence of the high-ionization lines make the
average line proÐle from group C signiÐcantly di†erent to
that obtained for a sample of Seyfert 1 galaxies (which(N97)
shows a strong broad red wing but no high-ionization
species of iron Ka). While the two types of Seyfert galaxy
may well contain iron Ka line components from all the
same regions the high-ionization lines would be swamped
by the direct continuum in the Seyfert 1 case.

If these high-ionization iron K shell lines arise in the
scattering gas, then in the model of Lumsden, &Heisler,
Bailey we might expect to preferentially detect these(1997),
species in sources for which a hidden BLR has been
detected in the scattered optical light. This is because their
model places the scattering region within the obscuring
torus, so hidden BLRs are visible when sources are
observed from lines of sight that skim the edge of the torus,

i.e., for a narrow range of observing angles. For sources
viewed at a favorable angle the torus hides the central
engine and BLR, but allows direct observation of the scat-
tering gas. For sources viewed more edge-on, the scattering
region is also hidden. Our data are consistent with that idea,
in that we detect these line species in all the sources where
we see the BLR in scattered optical light and for which we
have sufficient signal-to-noise ratio in the X-ray spectra to
tell.

We would expect to observe emission lines other than
iron K from the scattering gas, particularly at soft X-ray
energies, and indeed many such lines are observed (Paper I).
Ideally, then, one would wish to compare detailed photo-
ionization models for the scattering region with our data to
determine the physical characteristics of the gas. However,
some ambiguity remains as to whether the observed soft
X-ray lines arise via nuclear processes or are related to
starburst activity. Furthermore, high-ionization iron K
species are detected in sources such as NGC 5135, which
has a strong starburst component. This raises the question
as to whether some of the iron Ka emission might arise
from non-nuclear processes. Clearly, separating the emis-
sion of the Seyfert from that of the starburst is necessary for
a conclusive answer.

5. STARBURST CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE X-RAY FLUX

Starburst emission is a well-documented phenomenon in
many Seyfert 2 galaxies. It is not yet clearly established as to
whether starburst activity occurs at the same level in Seyfert
1 galaxies. Some studies indicate a similar star formation
rate in Seyfert 1 galaxies and starburst galaxies (Yamada

while others indicate that the host galaxies of type-21994),
nuclei have signiÐcantly higher levels of starburst activity
than type 1 nuclei et al. If it does occur at(Maiolino 1995).
the same level in the two types of Seyfert, the X-ray emission
associated with the starburst would be swamped by the
Seyfert 1 nuclei. For a sample of obscured AGNs, we would
expect some observable di†erences as the degree of nuclear
obscuration varies between sources, and hence, the contrast
is changed between contributions from the host galaxy
versus the nucleus. In we found that in the 0.5È4.5Paper I
keV band the estimated average contribution from star-
bursts in the host galaxy was D60% for the Seyfert 2 gal-
axies, versus 2% for the NELGs. We also noted that soft
X-ray lines were observed in many Seyfert 2 galaxies, but in
none of the NELGs As strong soft X-ray lines are(Paper I).
seen in some starburst galaxies et al. these facts(Ptak 1997),
necessitate careful consideration of the starburst contribu-
tion to the X-ray Ñux.

Unfortunately, the ASCA data do not allow us to spa-
tially deconvolve the X-ray lines produced by starburst
activity from those produced in the scattering gas. However,

et al. Ðnd that the starburst disk in NGCWilson (1992)
1068 can provide a 2È10 keV Ñux of D2È8 ] 10~12 erg
cm~2 s~1, consistent with all of the ASCA Ñux. So,
although the high equivalent widths and energies of the iron
Ka lines link them with reÑection or scattering of nuclear
radiation, some or all of the other X-ray emission lines may
be attributable to starburst activity.

Examining the level of starburst ““ contamination ÏÏ for
targets in group C, we Ðnd just one source that is not signiÐ-
cantly contaminated by a starburst component, Mrk 3

and & De Robertis This source is(Paper I Pogge 1993).
particularly interesting as, despite the lack of starburst
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emission, it does show signiÐcant soft X-ray emission lines.
Mrk 3 is one of the brightest Seyfert 2 galaxies with a
hidden BLR. Detailed analysis of the optical data has
shown the broad lines have a polarization of 20% (Tran

Although there has been some debate over the1995b).
Hubble type of the host galaxy for Mrk 3, it is now thought
to reside in an elliptical host galaxy (Jenkins 1981 ; Wagner

and it has a radio jet with knots and a large bright1987),
radio lobe et al. This source o†ers us the best(Kukula 1993).
opportunity available to date to obtain information about
conditions in the X-ray reprocessing regions of a Seyfert 2
galaxy.

6. A CASE STUDY : MARKARIAN 3

We constructed a spectral model table of the emission
spectrum from a slab of photoionized gas illuminated by an
ionizing continuum using the ION photoionization code.
ION includes the important excitation and ionization pro-
cesses, full temperature and radiative transfer solutions,
while emission, absorption and reÑection by the gas are
calculated assuming thermal and ionization equilibrium.
The model tables we use assume a photon index !\ 2.0 in
the 0.2È50 keV range, and !\ 1.5 from 1.6È40.8 eV. The
optical to X-ray energy index is assumed to be a \ 1.5.
Cosmic abundances were used, and a constant density

cm~3 throughout the slab. The X-ray ionizationnH \ 1010
parameter is deÐned as

UX \
P
0.1 keV

10 keV Q(E)
4nr2nH c

dE , (1)

where Q(E) is the number of photons at energy E and r is
the distance from the source to the illuminated gas. For
more details of the ION code see Netzer The(1993, 1996).
absorption of this component was Ðxed at the Galactic
value 8.7] 1020 cm~2. In addition to this component we
allowed a pure Compton-reÑection spectrum utilizing the
model of & Zdziarski plus a Gaussian lineMagdziarz (1995)
(since their reÑection model does not include line emission).
We assumed reÑection of a !\ 2.0 continuum (with no
exponential cuto† ; the data do not allow us to determine
whether any cuto† is present) from relatively neutral
material (only H and He are ionized) viewed face-on. This
model provided a good Ðt to the data yielding s2\ 349/
328.

6.1. T he Hard X-Ray Spectrum
The energy at which the primary continuum becomes

visible depends on the column obscuring it. If the nucleus of
Mrk 3 was obscured by a column D1024 cm~2 as observed
in NGC 4945, then the direct continuum component should
become observable close to D10 keV. In fact the ASCA
spectrum does show a small hard tail compared to the
Compton-reÑection model noted above. The ASCA Ðt
improves by *s2D 11 on addition of a highly absorbed
power-law component of Ðxed index !\ 2. This com-
ponent is absorbed by a column of NH \ 1.3~0.6`2.2
] 1024 cm~2, and provides 25% of the 5È10 keV observed
Ñux. We estimate the intrinsic (unabsorbed) 2È10 keV lumi-
nosity of this nuclear component to be D1043 erg s~1. The
reÑecting medium is implied to subtend )D 2 ^ 1n stera-
dians to the intrinsic continuum source. This model is
shown in along with the data/model ratio.Figure 6,

et al. Ðnd a di†erent solution to theIwasawa (1994)
ASCA spectral data, with a model in which the direct

FIG. 6.ÈBest-Ðt model to the ASCA spectral data for Mrk 3, along
with the data/model ratio. The SIS and GIS ratios have been combined for
clarity of illustration. The model comprises an emission spectrum from
highly ionized gas, a Compton reÑection component and an absorbed
power law (see A Galactic column of 8.7] 1020 cm~2 covers all° 6).
components.

absorbed continuum component dominates the 3È10 keV
spectrum, absorbed by cm~2. No reÑectionNH D 4 ] 1023
component is included in their model. However, the
observed equivalent width in iron Ka is eV (when977~137`193
modeled as a narrow line ; which requires aPaper I),
column of 1024 cm~2 in order for the line to be produced by
transmission assuming a & Creighton(Fig. 1), Leahy (1993)
geometry. The upper limit on column yielded by the

et al. solution is 5.8] 1023 cm~2, which isIwasawa (1994)
too low to produce the line, assuming the Leahy & Creight-
on geometry is applicable.

Our model, which includes the Compton-reÑection com-
ponent, yields a better Ðt by *s2\ 59 (obtained by compar-
ing the Ðt of their model and ours using our data sets). The
inclusion of a Compton-reÑection component also provides
a natural explanation for the very Ñat !\ 1.30^ 0.3 spec-
trum observed in the Ginga data et al. The(Awaki 1990).
inclusion of the reÑection component is the reason we
obtain a higher column for the direct component than

et al. in fact our column of D1024 cm~2 isIwasawa (1994) ;
consistent with the strength of the iron Ka line. That line is
now consistent either with an origin in the line-of-sight
material or via Compton reÑection alone. The indication
that the line Ñux variations are correlated with the hard
X-ray continuum variations favors the latter (see ° 6.3).

However, we also note that the simple absorption model
we used does not include the e†ects of Thompson scat-
tering, and so may yield an underestimate of the column in
the regime cm~2. Madau, & ZyckiNH D 1024 Krolik,

and Haardt, & Matt found that(1994), Ghisellini, (1994)
transmission of the AGN continuum through a Compton-
thick absorber produces a Ðltration that looks very much
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like a Compton reÑection component. This is an alternative
explanation of the shape of the hard X-ray spectrum.

6.2. T he Soft X-Ray Spectrum
The soft part of the spectrum (below D3 keV) is well

modeled by the emission from a photoionized plasma with
and cm~2. This highlyUX \ 4.8~1.3`1.5 NH \ 3.5~1.4`1.7 ] 1023

ionized gas can produce the 6.96 keV component of the iron
line and the Si and S lines and scatters some of the nuclear
radiation into our line of sight. This component is much
more highly ionized than the zone of material comprising
the warm absorber evident in ASCA observations of Seyfert
1 galaxies (when a single-zone model is assumed for the
latter). The temperature of the gas is D105 K, consistent
with that of the optical scattering gas in NGC 1068 (Miller,
Goodrich, & Mathews 1991).

However, this soft X-ray Ñux might have some contribu-
tion from shocked gas. Recent HST observations (Capetti
et al. have resolved a subarcsec region of continuum1995)
emission, which they propose could either be associated
with gas shocked by passage of the jet, or the BLR scat-
tering gas. Those authors also show a D2A S-shaped region
of narrow line gas, although this gas is photoionized by the
central AGN, it is too cool to produce the soft X-ray emis-
sion observed.

The absorption-corrected 2È10 keV luminosity in the
ionized-gas component alone is 5] 1041 ergs s~1. The scat-
tered fraction of Ñux is proportional to the product of the
scattering efficiency and the solid angle of the scattering
material. Assuming the scattering gas dominates over
shock-heated gas, then our X-ray data indicate a scattered
X-ray fraction of D5%^ 1%. This is comparable to the few
percent generally derived from optical measurements of
type 2 AGNs (e.g., et al. The estimate of intrinsicPier 1994).
2È10 keV luminosity from the dereddened [O III] line Ñux is
3 ] 1045 ergs s~1, yielding an estimate of 0.02% for the
scattered fraction. Alternatively, using the Mulchaey (1994)
relationship between infrared and hard X-ray luminosity we
estimate an intrinsic luminosity of 6.6 ] 1043 ergs s~1 and a
scattered fraction 0.75%.

6.3. Constraints from Variability
If the hard X-ray emission is transmitted through the

obscuring material in our line of sight, then we will observe
the hard X-ray variations of the nucleus directly. Alterna-
tively, if the hard X-ray emission is dominated by a reÑected
component, then the light curve of the reprocessed emission
will lag the primary emission and be smoothed. The degree
of lag and the smoothing depend on the location and size of
the reprocessor and its geometry.

The soft X-ray Ñux has not varied over the D13 year
baseline for which we have Ñux measurements et(Iwasawa
al. suggesting that it comes from an extended region.1994),
If this Ñux is associated with the bar of contin-0A.35 ] 1A
uum emission resolved by HST et al. then it(Capetti 1995),
originates in a region several hundred pc in size.

However, the hard X-ray emission of Mrk 3 is variable.
The fastest historical change in the hard Ñux was a factor of
2 drop between the Ginga and BBXRT observations, taken
1 year apart. The 6.4 keV line Ñux appears to vary in a way
consistent with that change in the continuum while the soft
X-ray Ñux remains steady, ruling out a lag between the
reprocessed and nuclear Ñux as the explanation for the high
equivalent width.

The observed variability places a rough constraint on the
size of the variable source to be less than 0.3 pc. The shape
of the spectrum suggests that the nucleus is not observed
directly and therefore this constraint applies to the repro-
cessing material, rather than the central source. This could
have a small scale height ; in fact et al.Gallimore (1996)
suggest that a pc scale maser disk with toroidal geometry
exists in NGC 1068, based on a water maser observation.
This disk is observed at high inclination (82¡) and can
provide sufficient opacity to block the X-ray continuum
below 10 keV.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Consideration of the iron Ka, [O III] line, and X-ray
variability indicates that the ASCA observations are domi-
nated by reprocessed X-rays in the cases of NGC 1068,
NGC 4945, NGC 2992, Mrk 3, Mrk 463E, and Mrk 273.

The iron Ka line proÐles of these sources show signiÐcant
contributions from neutral and high-ionization species of
iron. Thus, it appears that Compton reÑection, the hot scat-
tering gas, and/or starburst emission contribute to the 5È7
keV regime.

Mrk 3 shows negligible starburst contamination, so the
X-ray spectrum is probably dominated by processes inti-
mately related to the active nucleus. The ASCA spectrum
can be described by hot scattering gas in the soft X-ray
regime, with cm~2. This material isUX D 5, NH D 4 ] 1023
more highly ionized than the zone of material comprising
the warm absorber seen in Seyfert 1 galaxies, but it may
have some contribution from shock-heated gas associated
with the jet. Estimates of the scattering fraction cover
0.02%È5%. The hard X-ray spectrum of this source appears
to be dominated by a Compton-reÑection component,
although there is evidence that the primary continuum
component becomes visible close to D10 keV.

It is obvious that a big problem with analysis of X-ray
observations of type 2 Seyferts to date has been the inability
to deconvolve the starburst emission (and any other
extended thermal gas) from that in the immediate environ-
ment of the nucleus (and while ROSAT provided several
arcsecond spatial resolution it o†ered data over a narrow
bandpass with low spectral resolution). HST observations
have now resolved a 1AÈ2A region in which the UV scat-
tering occurs in NGC 1068 et al. corre-(Antonucci 1994),
sponding to a region D110È220 pc in size. The AXAF High
Resolution Camera (HRC) will allow subarcsecond X-ray
imaging. Assuming the UV scattering region is closely
related to the X-ray scattering region, then we will be able
to spatially resolve the X-ray ““mirror ÏÏ for the Ðrst time in
NGC 1068 and other nearby sources such as NGC 4945
and NGC 1808, and we will be able to resolve the bar of
emission observed in Mrk 3 by HST . If the X-ray scattering
gas turns out to be the same gas observed as a warm
absorber in Seyfert 1 galaxies, then such imaging may map
the distribution of the warm absorber. As the starburst
emission often extends over regions many tens of arcse-
conds or larger for nearby AGNs, AXAF spectra should
allow us to separate the starburst and nuclear components
for at least some AGNs. Beppo SAX and XT E also o†er an
opportunity to acquire X-ray spectra above 10 keV, which
might help us determine the true nature of Mrk 3.
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